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ABSTRACT

This paper is the result of a study undertaken to
assess the steady state and transient behavior of
an Induction Generator (IG) driven by Mini Hydro or
Wind turbines under grid abnormalities, as
encountered in practice. Behavior under varying
input power typically observed in wind machines is
also reported. A computer simulation study was
undertaken and results on a 220 KW Hydro machine
and 55 KW Wind machine are presented indicating
the effect of grid abnormalities and varying input
power.
Run-up, Re-switching and short circuit transients
of the wind driven IG are analysed. Paper
presents the dynamic modelling and computer
simulation procedure. Relevant results are
presented and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years considerable attention is focused
on Induction Generators (IG) for low and medium
power generation, as they have certain inherent
advantages over conventional alternators. Low
unit cost, less maintenance, rugged and brushless
rotor (squrrel cage type), asynchronous operation
etc. The energy crisis has necessitated the
tapping of the vast mini-hydro and wind energy
potential available in isolated locations. Since
these generating units have to operate at remote
unattended sites, a maintenance free system is
desirable and the IG is highly suitable in such
cases. Inductive VAR required by both the gene-
rator and the load has to be supplied by the grid,
though connecting suitable shunt capacitors
considerably reduces the VAR drain. Utilities have
often shown reservations in such schemes due to the
lack of data on the effects of frequent system
disturbances in terms of voltage and/or frequency
variation or grid failure. Therefore a study was
undertaken to investigate the effects of variation
of system conditions on the performance of the
generator connected to the grid so that the
suitability of the Grid Connected Induction
Generator (GCIG) can be evaluated.

The following practical aspects encountered in the
GCIG operation have been identified for the study.
a) The primary distribution network (typically 11
KV) to which the IG is feeding power is fragile
with significant variation in voltage and frequency
dependent on loading and other system conditions.
Even the grid failure/disconnection is not

uncommon.

b) The input power to the generator can be normally
kept constant with hydro turbines. The wind turbine
on the other hand provides varying power input
dependent on the wind speed. Hence studies with
both constant and varying input powers are
required.

c) Capacitors are connected to the generator
terminals to improve the system power factor and
to reduce the VAR drain from the grid [1,2]. Effect
of capacitor size will have to be assessed to
arrive at a suitable rating.

dN The transient performance of I.G. is very
vital as they have dirrect bearing on system
behaviour. Some important ones are; the run up,
Reswitching and short circuit transients. The run
up transients occur when the IG is operated as a
motor and switched on from the stand still
position. Reswitching transients occur when the IG
is driven at a fixed speed and switched on to the
grid to feed power. Short circuit transients can be
observed due to terminal short circuit of IG during
normal operation.

Analytical technique to study the above problems
are presented in the paper and appropriate computer
algorithms are developed. Care has been taken to
choose realistic system parameters so that the data
presented is reliable for use by system designers.
Typical power ratings of induction generators used
in mini-hydro and wind power units are chosen for
study.

2. ANALYTICAL TECHNIOUES

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the system
considered. The induction generator is dirven by a
prime mover which is a hydro or a wind turbine. It
feeds power to the 11 KV grid through a step-up
transformer (415 V/ll KV) and 11 KV transmission
line. For generality terminal capacitors are shown
on both LV and HV sides of the transformer though
only one of them would be present in a given
situation.

2.1 Effect of system parameters :

Here the system is considered to be in steady state
and the equivalent circuit approach is used wherein
the generator and the associated network are
represented by the circuit of Fig. 2(a), (drawn for
the base frequency referring all quantities to LV
side) using the following symbols: V,I,R, X,C,Z,Y,
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and S represent per phase voltage, current, resis-
tance, reactance, impedance, admitance and p.u.
slip respectively subscripts S,L,T,C1,CH,G,S,r,m
correspond to system (grid), transmission line,
transformer, LV capacitor, HV capacitor, generator,
stator, rotor and magnetising branch respectively.

The model as shown in Fig. 2 (a) has been made
realistic by including the core loss (Rm) HV and LV
capacitors (Ycl, Ych). Transformer impedance (Rt
Xt) line impedance (RL, XL) and short circuit
reactance of the grid (XS). The performance
analysis of the IG system using the above
equivalent circuit would have been a very straight-
forward problem, if the slip could be considered as
a known control variable. However, this is not so
here. For the normal inductions generator, the
problem centers around determining the responses
such as current, slip, etc. for the given value of
power input P and system voltage V. Though one may
estimate P for different S and fix S corresponding
to the given P the procedure is obviously
cumbersome and direct estimation of S from P is
preferred, especially when we are interested to
know the effects of variation in grid voltage,
frequency, terminal capacitance and power input.
Such a direct computation method is explained here.

The power input to the generator is taken to be the
turbine output minus the friction and windage
losses and is given by

r2Pin = -3 -r \ (1-S)/S ....(1)

(Since S is negative Pin is positive)

To find the response at constant Pin and Vs a
simplified 'Thevenin' equivalent circuit as
given in Fig. 2 (b) can be used where Zth (=Rth
+ JXth) and Vth correspond to the Thevenin
equavalent impedance and voltage looking from the
terminals of Rr/S. From Fig . 2(b).

Vth + <Rth + Rr / S +J Xth> lr = °
....(2)

Knowing V and system parameters V . and Z . can be
estimated. We now have two eqns. (I; & (2) with two
unknowns I and S to be determined. From Fig. 2(b)

Substituting for Ir from (3) in (1) and
simplifying. We get a quadratic equation in S (in
terms of P) of the form

As + BS + C=0 ...(A)

Where A=R . + Vth /Pin

V th / r m C=R

Eqn. (4) can be easily solved for S. Knowing the
p.u. slip S, the active power, reactive power,
power factor, efficiency at the generator and the
grid can be easily obtained based on the
equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.(a).

41SV: 11UV Transformer

, Ind.
Prime generator ^ Capacitor
mover

Fig. 1. Schematic of the System

Fig. 2(a). Equivalent Circuit

2th

Fig. 2(b). Thevenin Equivalent Circuit

2.2 Transient Analysis

The dynamic equations suitable for Computer
Simulation can be obtained from the operational
equivalent circuit [3] in the derivative form

•,-lr

= (Te - TL)/2«H

(5a)

....(5b)

Here [i] is the current matrix, V i s the p.u. speed
and \p is derivative operator, (l/4))(d/dt) all the
quantities of eqn.(5) are detailed in appendix
KB).

Eq.(5) is solved using Range Kutta Merson method to
get the response of elements of [i] namely isx,
isy, irx, iry from their initial values Isx, Isy,
Irx Iry in all transient cases taking into
consideration their different initial conditions.

The saturation effect and core cases are not
considered in the transient study.
a) Run up transients: Here the machine is
switched on as a motor to bring the speed near
steady state so that the turbine may take over. The
initial value of [i] and V"are zero. The final
values of speed and currents are obtained numeri-
cally by solving eqn.(5). The results are discussed
later.

b) Switching transients: Here the induction
generator is driven at a particular p.u. speed
and suddenly switched on to the grid to effect
energy transfer. It is aimed at determining the
transients at this instance. Speed V' is assumed
constant during the transient process. Eqn.(5a) is
solved with zero initial values [i]. Typical
switching transient are obtained for a 55 kw
machine.
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c) Short circuit transients: Since I.G. depends
on the terminal voltage to establish the
magnetising current it cannot contribute on a
sustained basis to a short circuit that causes a
collaps interminal voltage. A 3-phase short circuit
at the terminal of the generator causes the voltage
at that instant to fall to zero. At this instant
certain flux linkages exit in the rotor circuit.
These can not change instantinously and therefore
the rotor and stator current increase to maintain
the flux linkage constant. GCIC is considered to be
under steady state delivering appropriate power
(transfered from primemover) by being driven at the
corresponding super synchronous speed when a sudden
3-phase short circuit occurs at its terminals. It
is assumed that the speed does not change abruptly
and hence taken to be constant.lt is aimed at
calculating the transients after this short circuit
by solving eqn.(5a) and taking V, as constant.
The initial conditions which are the steady state
values when IG is delivering power to the grid have
to be calculated (see appendix I(C)). Having thus
determined the initial values of Isx,Isy,Irx,Iry,
their decay under short circuit can be obtained
through numerical solution. Short circuit transient
at any operating speed and at any instant of
disturbance can be obtained.

3. COMPUTER SIMULATION

The model equations presented for the steady state
and transient behaviour can be directly simulated
on a computer by developing suitable algorithms.
The computer program developed to analyse the
steady state behaviour has four segments. The first
segment computes the equivalent circuit parameters
at base frequency. The second optional segment is
used when the p.u. frequency F^l and it computes
the parameters of Fig.2 for nonbase frequency, the
third segment determines the slip for the specified
power input. Here Vth and Zth of Fig.2(b) are
determined using circuit parameters, then eqn.A is
used to find s. The fourth segment is used to
determine all the performance quantities of
interest_with slip and Vs being known.
The computer programme to analyse the transients is
evolved by developing a subroutine for Range Kutta
Merson method to obtain numerical solution of
eqn. 5. In the case of run-up and reswitching
transients the initial values are kept zero, but
for short circuit transients a separate segment is
developed to determine the initial conditions of
[i] at the instance of short circuit.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis had been carried out on two pratical
generarting scheme listed below

Scheme I : Hydro turbine driven 220 kW induction
generator.

Scheme II: Wind turbine (horizontal axial) driven
55/11 KW induction generator.

Suitable induction motors of the same rating are
employed as generator. Details of the generators
and associated systems are listed in Appendix

4.1 Results with Hydro-generator scheme

Results are presented in Figs.3(a-e)for the 220 kW
set where the relevant response quantities are
plotted taking grid voltage, grid frequency,power
input and capacitance as variables, considered one
at a time. From a perusal of these results and
following observations can be made.
Effect of variation in Grid Voltage and Frequency:
To deliver rated power at generator terminals,
input power had to be fixed at 1.055 p.u.(232 kW),
which results in nominal generator current at
nominal voltage and frequency and this current is
0.95 times the motor full load current. Current
drops with voltage and rises with frequency higher
value occuring at the lowest voltage and highest
frequency a situation unlikely to occur as both
grid voltage and frequency rise or fall
simultaneously depending on the load or, the
system. Range of current variation is 0.93 to 1.12
times generator nominal currents or 0.85 to 1.14
times motor nominal current. This band would be
narrowed if simultaneous drop or rise of voltage
and frequency is considred. System current
decreases by 6% due to capacitor.

Power fed to the grid varies from 0.94 to 0.97 p.u.
due to variations in line losses, while generator
output almost remains constant. With the terminal
capacitor, there is marginal increase (2%) in power
fed to the grid resulting in improved efficiency.
Efficiency variation of Reactive VAR and power
factor given in Fig.3 are explicit and need no
comment. ,,,„ ,
Generator requires more VAR than a motor due to
increase in airgap voltage and flux. For machine
considered VAR required was 0.623 p.u. as generator
against 0.56 p.u. as motor. By connecting a
capacitor of 75 kVAR (0.34 p.u.) grid PF raised
from 0.85 to 0.95 as the VAR demand dropped from
0.69 to 0.32 p.u. A capacitive VAR equal to 35% of
the machine power rating can be recommended for
these rating.
Effect of variation in input power: These results
as given in Fig.3(d) though more releavnt to wind
generator application, nonetheless provide
guidelines on optimum power of operation for hydro
sets. Obvioulsly output current and power increase
with input power. Maximum system efficiency is at a
power of about 0.92p.u. It is interesting to note
that there is a wide band of power input at which
the effciency both of the system and the machine is
fairly high. It is observed that by connecting a
capacitor of 100 KVAR (0.455 p.u.) a significant
improvement in system efficiency which remains
almost constant over the power range can be
achieved. Further the system PF is considerably
improved resulting even in leading PF at low power
ranges UPF condition is observed at 0.7 p.u. of
input power. It is significant to not that under
varying input conditions the terminal capcitor
improves the system performance (both efficiency
and power factor). The PF which is in the range
0.22 to 0.81 without capacitor improves to a range
0.9 to 1.0.
Effect of variation of Terminal Capacitor: When the
terminal capacitor is varied form 0 to 200 kVAR.
the generator terminal voltage rises by 5% while
current falls power and efficiency vary as shown in
Fig.3(e). Obviously reactive VAR and power factor
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are affected by capacitance UPF condition is
observed at a VAR of above 0.63 p.u. beyond which
leading VAR are drawn from the grid at full load.
Internal performance of the generator is unaffected
by capacitor.

4.2 Results with wind generating scheme

Results pertaining to IG's used in wind energy
scheme II mentioned above are presented in Fig. (4)
indicating the variation of performance quantities
with power input. These normalised curves would be
very useful in designing such systems. Knowing the
power input to the generator at different wind
speeds the power fed to the grid, system current,
efficiency, power factor, VAR drawn etc, can be
estimated using these characteristics. It is found
that the p.u. capacitive KVNR required for
improving the system PF is not the same as it
increases at lower ratings. For the 55, 11 and 22
KW sets 20, 8 and 10 (or 15) KVAR capcaitors respe-
ctively were found to be suitable.

4.3 Transient response

In all cases studied, the transients of stator
currents have been evaluated for the 55 kW Wind
Electric System. Some of the transient pattens are
shown in Fig.5 and the following observations are
made.
In the case of Run up transient Fig.5(a) the
current reaches to 7.7 p.u. in 0.009 sec. and the
transient continue for 0.07 sec. after which the
steady state is reached both for current and speed.
Run up time is dependent on system intertia.
Under reswitching condition Fig. 5(b) the current
has been found for different values of speed and
phase angle of switching (Q). The stator current
changes as Q varies while speed variation does not
affect it. The peak values of the stator current
were found to be -8.76 p.u., -5.47 p.u. and +8.05
p.u. for© being 60',30' and 0' respectively. The
time required to reach the steady state position in
all cases was almost the same (about 0.3 s e c ) .
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Short circuit currents are determined at different
instants of short circuit Fig. 5(c). Response was
found at different speeds of IG before short
circuit. It is observed that at each instant the
peak values of current will considerably change
with the operating speed. At each speed initial
transient pattern is dependent on instant of short
circuit though the time taken for the current to
decay to zero is almost the same.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Following^ are the major obserations based on this
analysis:
i) A normally disigned induction motor car perform
well as a generator feeding power to a 11 KV grid

ii) Deterioration in performance due to
fluctuations in grid voltage and frequency is not
very appreciable for the range of variations
considered.

iii) By connecting a terminal capaciter of suitable
value the system power factor can be improved to
about 0.95 at nominal power output. This also
results in marginal improvement in system
efficiency with reduced losses.

Fig. 5(a). Run-up Transient Response

Fig. 5(b). Reswitching Transients

1000 . >"^-' 30C0

<^>l (degrees) —»

iOOO

FIR. 5(c). Short Circuit Transients
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iv) Induction generator can be effectively used
with varying power input (as with a wind turbine)
maximum power being limited

v) For normal GCIG operation certain transient
studies are essential. Typically the behaviour
under run up, reswitching and short circuit are
important. By suitable mathematical modelling and
computer simulation typical results on a 55 KW IG
is presented in the paper. For a system inertia
of 0.0645 sec. IG reaches steady speed as motor in
3.07 sec, and experiences a current peak of 7.7
p.u. Reswitching transients are dependent on
instant of switching. Transient peaks of +8.05
p.u. and -8.76 p.u. were observed. Short circuit
was not found to be a serious problem as the
current dies down quickly (0.3 sec) at all instants
of short circuit.
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7. APPENDIX I.

A) Data regarding the GCIG System Studied

Generator- Al5 V, 50- llz. Grid- 11 kV, 50 Hz,
Transformer impedance- (0.0165+j 0.0428)p.u.
H.V. Transmission l ine impedance- (1-021 + j 0.382) ohm/Km
Short c i r c u i t MVA of the grid = 250
Length of HV l i n e - 10 kw (Hydro) and 2 km (Wind)

IG
Rating

Typical
, Prime

Mover

220 mini
(6 Pole; Hydro

Turbine

Trans-
former
Rating
(kVA)

250
(Ydll)

Class
of

Design

A

Rated/
Base
Curren

(A)

360

Equivalent

Rs Rr

0.0135 0.024

c i r c u i t

X l s

0.105

parameter in p.u.

X l r Xm R*

0.169 3.34 72.2

55 wind 63
f6 pole) Turbine

(Horizon
tal axis)

93 0.019 0.082 0.069 0.09 3.3 47.85

V - R i
sx s sx

-R i -VX i -VXITV

r rx m sy r J

-R i +VX i tfXi
r ry m xn r rx

Vis p.u. spead with syncronous speed as the base
speed and f is the opperator (l/«->) (d/dt), W = base
angular frequency.
Te is the electromechanial torque. T, is the shaft
load Torque and H is the inertia constant in sec.

C) Determination of initial conditions

Here we use the steady state equivalent circuit?
Core loss is ignored.
Given Data: Parameters, V and V" or s. Defining
Equations in comoplex form:

S S J Is

Zr = (Rr/s)+jXlr

VZt
\ =

Note: Z , Z , Z , Z , I , I are complex numbers,
s r m u s r

Take V on the real axis. We may draw a phasor
diagram as in Fig.6 > where,

0 = Phase angle of I w.r.t. Vs s s

0 = Phase angle of I w.r.t. V
r r s

Instantaneous values at the instant of short circuit
After the disturbance, the terminal conditions are

Let

v + = 0, v = 0 , v = 0 .
s sx sy

V g a = l/2~V sin (Wt + 0)

where 6 is any orbitrary angle deciding the instant
of short circuit at t = 0

i =\/Tl sin (Wt + e - 0 )
S3 S S

i = \/Tl sin (Wt + 6 - 0 )
la X I

i ,, i and irb>irc would be phase shifted from

B) The details of eqn.(5) are as follows

i and
sa

i respectively by 120 and 240
ra

[i] =

[X] =

i s x

X
s

0

X
m

0

is
y

0

X s

0

X

i
0

X
m

0

X r

0

i r
y

0

Xn-

0

X

isy (i
sb

Similar relations hold for i and i .
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